Factor analysis of neurocognitive tests in a large sample of schizophrenic probands, their siblings, and healthy controls.
Large batteries of neuropsychological tests are typically necessary to identify cognitive deficits in schizophrenia and routinely examine multiple cognitive processes, with many tests often yielding more than one measure of interest. This study investigates the feasibility of a partial solution to the problem of multiple comparisons: the use of factor analysis to reduce the number of phenotypic variables and to better understand the underlying cognitive architecture in schizophrenia. Using a principle components analysis followed by a varimax rotation, we identified factor structures for schizophrenic patients (n=99), their unaffected siblings (n=167), and control subjects (n=131), both separately and as a composite group. Exploratory factor analysis of the full sample yielded a 7-factor model that included verbal memory, working memory, visual memory, IQ/speed/fluency, executive function, attention and digit span. A confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) with maximum likelihood estimation revealed that the 7-factor model fit observed data from the three groups adequately. Since we identified a factor structure representative of all groups that reduced 24 original variables to 7 variables of interest, factor analysis was useful in reducing the complexity of large batteries of cognitive measures to more manageable numbers of phenotypic variables. Furthermore, these findings provide the first confirmation that cognitive structure is comparable in family members of schizophrenia patients, as well as in patients themselves and controls.